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LONDON: Turkey’s lira climbed more than 1
percent yesterday as its post-coup attempt
recovery continued, while emerging market
stocks tested nine-month highs as a G20 vow
to boost global growth helped offset back-
sliding oil prices. There was a broad-based
rebound in Turkish markets, which sold off
heavily last week following the failed coup
and a subsequent crackdown by President
Tayyip Erdogan. This had unnerved investors
and prompted ratings cuts by S&P Global
and Fitch. Alongside the rising lira, Turkish
stocks rallied 2.5 percent to put them on
course for their best day in more than a
month, albeit a move likely to be small con-
solation to investors after their 13 percent
plunge last week.

Murat Toprak, FX strategist at HSBC, said
the stabilization had been driven by two fac-
tors: “One is that, although the situation
remains fragile, it is under control, there is no
big destabilization of Turkey. Also, the global
backdrop is relatively favorable.” Supporters
of Turkey’s ruling and main opposition par-
ties rallied together in support of democracy
at the weekend as deputy Prime Minister
Mehmet Simsek also gave assurances that
Turkey would adhere to the rule of law.

The yield premium paid by Turkish sover-
eign bonds over US.  Treasuries on the JP
Morgan EMBI Global narrowed to 327 basis
points (bps) in early trading, compared with a
multi-month high of 342 bps hit last week.
Turkish five-year credit default swaps also

narrowed to 271 bps according to data
provider Markit, having blown out to five-
month highs last week. MSCI’s benchmark
emerging equity index meanwhile was up
0.23 percent, nudging the nine-month high it
hit last week. The tick-up followed reassur-
ances from G20 policymakers at the weekend
that they would use “all policy tools” to boost
global growth.

Prime driver
HSBC’s Toprak said loose, accommodative

monetary policy globally remained the pri-
mary driver of financial markets. “The key
thing we are watching is if the European
Central Bank, the Bank of England, and the
Bank of Japan will deliver more - we are in an

environment where the market expects
more loosening from central banks,” Toprak
said. Polish stocks were among the biggest
gainers in emerging Europe, up 1.3 percent
to a one-month high, while Hungary shares
rose 0.4 percent to an 8-1/2-year high.

Russian stocks rose 0.6 percent despite a
fall in oil prices toward $45 a barrel. South
African shares jumped 1.2 percent. Earlier
there were gains in some Asian markets, with
Chinese mainland shares up 0.18 percent
and Indian stocks up around 1 percent. In
currencies, China’s yuan hovered near the
six-year low it hit last week, as worries per-
sisted over an economic slowdown, while
the Malaysian ringgit hit a near 1-month
trough amid the country’s 1MDB state fund

scandal. The Russian rouble also slipped 0.3
percent, as did the Israeli shekel ahead of a
central  bank meeting later  where it  is
expected to leave interest rates unchanged
for a 17th straight month. Kenya’s central
bank is also expected to hold rates at 10.5
percent when it meets, having made a sur-
prise cut in May.

The Kenya shilling was a touch firmer.
Yields on Morocco’s euro-denominated debt
eased across the curve after the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) granted Morocco a
two-year $3.5 billion credit line for structural
reforms at the weekend. Moroccan five-year
credit default swaps also narrowed to 183
bps, according to Markit, the lowest level
since August 2015. — Reuters 

Turkish lira, shares on post-coup rebound 

HONG KONG: Asian equity traders moved
cautiously yesterday as another record
close on Wall Street was offset by wariness
ahead of central bank meetings in Japan
and the United States this week. The bank
policymakers’ gatherings are the first since
last month’s shock vote in Britain to leave
the European Union, which led to promises
around the world to provide support to
financial markets.

The pledges have fanned a surge across
global markets, with the Dow and S&P 500
in New York both enjoying a series of
records, while strong US data has also
boosted the dollar as talk of another inter-
est rate hike resurfaces. The Bank of Japan
is widely expected to ramp up its stimulus
to kickstart the struggling economy,
although hoped-for helicopter money-the

direct injection of cash into the economy
such as people’s bank accounts-is not
expected to feature.

Before that, the Federal Reserve will
have its meeting, at which it is tipped to
hold rates, but traders will be hoping for
some forward guidance on its policy plans.
“Investors are placing a lot of faith in cen-
tral banks and fiscal authorities to increase
stimulus and improve the growth calculus,”
Matthew Sherwood, head of investment
strategy at Perpetual Ltd. in Sydney, said in
an e-mail to clients. 

“Equity valuations are stretched but
unlike bonds they are not yet at historic
extremes and given that it has historically
taken three rate hikes to burst equity asset
bubbles, share prices should remain elevat-
ed for a while yet.” — AFP 

SHANGHAI: Chinese telecoms equipment
giant Huawei said yesterday that revenue
surged 40 percent year-on-year in the first
half of 2016, boosted by steady growth in
smartphone sales. Total sales revenue
reached 245.5 billion Yuan ($36.7 billion) in
January-June, audited results released in a
company statement showed. The company
did not provide a breakdown of the figures. 

“We are confident that Huawei will main-
tain its current momentum, and round out
the full year in a positive financial position
backed by sound ongoing operations,”
Huawei chief financial officer Sabrina Meng
said.  Huawei is one of the largest providers
of network infrastructure globally, but its
consumer products are less well-known out-
side of China.  Its consumer business, includ-
ing smartphone sales, has strongly support-
ed the company’s performance, soaring 73
percent to 129.1 billion Yuan last year. 

Huawei had more than eight percent of
the world smartphone market last year,
putting it in third place behind Samsung
and Apple, International Data Corporation
(IDC) said in a report this year. Huawei said
in the statement that its consumer business
in the first half “maintained steady growth
globally”. 

It is set to release sales figures for its
smartphone business later this week. The
firm said net profit rose 33 percent year-
on-year in 2015, reaching 36.9 billion
Yuan, adding that revenue for the year
was 395 bil l ion Yuan, a year-on-year
increase of 37 percent. Huawei is not listed
on any stock exchange but it releases
financial information in the interest of
transparency.  US officials view Huawei as
a security threat due to perceived close
links to the Chinese government, which
the company denies. — AFP 

Asian markets drift slowly as

dealers await bank meetings

Telecom giant Huawei 

H1 revenue up 40%

LONDON: Most European stocks rose yes-
terday, buoyed by resilient German busi-
ness confidence, ahead of this week’s
Japanese and US interest rate decisions.
Frankfurt ’s benchmark DAX 30 index
jumped 1.0 percent in value after a key sur-
vey showed that Britain’s vote to leave the
EU has had a limited impact on business
confidence in Germany. The closely-
watched business confidence index from
the Ifo institute in Munich fell to 108.3
points in July from June’s figure of 108.7.
July’s reading was the first time pollsters
had taken the pulse of Europe’s biggest
economy since the shock British referen-
dum on June 23. 

Elsewhere yesterday, the Paris CAC 40
stocks index was 0.6-percent higher in
afternoon trade. London’s FTSE 100 added
only 0.1 percent as heavyweight miners
Randgold and Fresnillo sank on the back of
sliding gold prices. “It was a struggle for
investors to find any direction this Monday,
leaving the UK and US markets in particu-
larly looking pretty stagnant,” noted
Connor Campbell,  analyst at traders
Spreadex.

“Things were far livelier over in the
Eurozone. The thrust of that upwards
movement has come from the German Ifo

business climate figure. “It appears that
sentiment hasn’t been as negatively
impacted by the Brexit as first thought,
something that has helped lift the spirits of
the region’s investors,” Campbell added.
Following another record close on Wall
Street, traders were cautiously looking
ahead to the US Federal Reserve’s gather-
ing on Wednesday, followed by the Bank of
Japan on Friday.

The banks’ meetings are the first since
last month’s shock vote in Britain to leave
the European Union, which led to promises
around the world to provide support to
financial markets. The pledges have fanned
a surge across global markets, with the
Dow and S&P 500 in New York both enjoy-
ing a series of records, while strong US data
has also boosted the dollar as talk of anoth-
er interest rate hike resurfaces.

The BoJ is widely expected to ramp up
its stimulus to kickstart the struggling
economy, although hoped-for helicopter
money-the direct injection of cash into the
economy such as people’s bank accounts-is
not expected to feature. Before that, the
Fed will have its meeting, at which it is
tipped to hold rates, but traders will be
hoping for some forward guidance on its
policy plans.

TOKYO: People walk by an electronic stock board of a securities firm. — AP 
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